LECTURE SERIES & WORKSHOPS 2018
INFECTION & IMMUNITY

LECTURE
Lycée Technique d’Esch/Alzette
Salle de Projection
11.00 - 12.00 pm

MEET & EAT *
light lunch provided
House of BioHealth,
Room Françoise Barré-Sinoussi
12.30 - 2.00 pm

* Registration is mandatory
by sending an email to
florence.henry@lih.lu

Prof Sylviane MULLER
Invited by Dr Catherine Larue, Prof Dirk Brenner
Distinguished Class CNRS Director
Professor University of Strasbourg Institute for Advanced Study / Chair Therapeutic Immunology
Director of the CNRS Institut de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire (IBMC)
Director of the CNRS laboratory Immunopathology and therapeutic chemistry
Head of the Laboratory of Excellence Drug Discovery Center Medalis, Strasbourg, France
PEPTIDE-BASED TREATMENT OF AUTO-INFLAMMATORY DISEASES

Dr Kiyoshi TAKEDA
Invited by Dr Mahesh Desai
Division of Medicine, Graduate School of Medicine, Professor, Osaka University, Japan
MECHANISMS FOR REGULATION OF INTESTINAL HOMEOSTASIS

Prof Rudi BEYAERT
Invited by Prof Dirk Brenner
VIB-UGent Center for Inflammation, Univ of Ghent, VIB Group leader, Full Professor at Ghent University, Associate Department Director, Ghent, Belgium
MALT1-MEDIATED SIGNALING IN IMMUNE HOMEOSTASIS AND DISEASE

Prof Luke O’NEILL
Invited by Prof Dirk Brenner
Inflammation Research, School of Biochemistry and Immunology, Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland

Prof Jan STEYAERT
Invited by Dr Andy Chevigne
Francqui Research Professor at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (VUB)
Director, VIB-VUB Center for Structural Biology, VIB
Director, Structural Biology Brussels, VUB, Ghent, Belgium

Prof Klaus WARNAT
Invited by Dr Jacques Zimmer
Medical Center – University Of Freiburg, Center for Chronic Immunodeficiency, CD1 at ZIT – Zentrum für Translationale Zellforschung (Center for Translational Cell Research), Freiburg, Germany
THE POWER OF ONE: IMMUNOLOGY IN THE AGE OF SINGLE CELL GENOMICS

Prof Ido AMIT
Invited by Dr Feng He
Weizmann Institute of Science, Department of Immunology, Rehovot, Israel

Prof Harald RENZ
Invited by Prof Dr Markus Ollert
Professor and Director, Institute of Laboratory Medicine and Pathobiochemistry, Molecular Diagnostics
Philips University Marburg, University Hospital Giessen and Marburg GmbH, Marburg, Germany
THE IMPACT OF THE MICROBIAL EXPOSOME ON ASThma AND ALLERGIC INFLAMMATION

Prof Russell JONES
Invited by Prof Dirk Brenner
Associate Professor, Goodman Cancer Centre, Department of Physiology, McGill University, Montreal, Canada

Prof Jürgen RULAND
Invited by Prof Dirk Brenner
Chair for Clinical Chemistry and Pathobiochemistry, Department of Medicine, Institute of Clinical Chemistry and Pathobiochemistry, Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany

Prof Eran ELINAV
Invited by Dr Mahesh Desai
HHMI & the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation International Research Scholar, Senior Fellow, Canadian Institute For Advanced Research (CIFAR), The Sir Marc & Lady Tania Feldmann Professorial Chair in Immunology, Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, Israel

Prof Christoph BOCK
Invited by Dr Jonathan Turner
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik, Computational Biology and Applied Algorithmics, Saarbrücken, Germany

Prof Tilo BIEDERMANN
Invited by Prof Dr Markus Ollert
Chairman and Professor, Department of Dermatology and Allergology, Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany
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